
Apple Tree
Boiling Springs School

Clothing Project
July 3 - July 31, 2022

Again, we have been working with School Counselors and have obtained “Back to
School Clothing” needs for (17) South Middleton School District students. Student Ages
will range from 6 through 14. Next Sunday, on July 3, you will find “modified” Trees in
both the Narthex and Gathering Place that have sprouted some paper Apples. On
these Apples will be: Gender and Age of the Student, the clothing items and the
amounts, as well as, the size. When available, we will also include specifics about a
favorite color or style related to those clothing items. 
We hope you will consider picking at least one Apple, and more if you are able. Our
goal is to help provide the basics for each child with outfits of clothing, socks, shoes,
underwear and a light jacket or sweatshirt, as needed. There will probably be 7-10
Apples on the Tree for each Student. If you don’t want to shop but would like to
contribute to this initiative, money may be given for the committee to purchase items
that are not posted on an apple.   Our goal is to get these clothes collected, sorted
and to the schools early August. And we’re hoping that there will be some “good deals
and sales” at this time of the year.

Please remember to pick-up the Instruction Sheet that will be located by each Tree.
This guidance document can assist you as you head out shopping. Please return your
clothing purchases to the Church Office, as soon as, you make them. This will help us
in our sorting process.  Just include them in the store bag, with your receipt and apple.
If you have specific questions, please just ask us a member of the Mission Committee:
Jody Heberlig, Beth Helterbran, Cheryl Behrenshausen and Julie Greenisen. 
We have learned over the years that it works best if you ask for and ATTACH a GIFT
Receipt for each of your clothing purchases. Both the GIFT Receipt and Apple should
be attached to your clothing purchase when it is turned in to the Office; that will help
us match things up to the appropriate Student.  You are asked to include a separate
Gift Receipt for each of your purchases. In many instances, if you select more than
one Apple, the Student ID’s may be different, and the purchased items are intended for
different students who will be unable to share the same receipt. If items do not fit, the
receipt allows the parents to merely exchange your generous gift for another size. 
We thank you in advance for your efforts. 
GET READY for those APPLES…on Sunday, July 3.


